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MemorandUII 66-1' 

Bubjeotl Study 63(L) .. Evidence Code 

yO\.! will recall that the Comrdssiozs tirecte4 the .tatt" .eDt the 

letters ot Mr. Justice hUB and the statt memoranda relatiDe to aaotl".1103 

of the Evidence Code to our research consultants and to other "IdeM. law 

teachers tor their comments and suggestions. Almost two IIOl1th' ago. we 

lent thil lllaterlal to Proteslor Degnan, ProtesSOl" Chadbourn, and W all. 

evidence teachers 1n Calitornia. 

In response to this diltribution, we received tive letters. The letters 

are attached and are trom Protessors Chadbourn, Degnan, Sherry, ilermle 

(tJn1versity ot San Diego School at Law), and IIarno (IIast1ngl College at 

Law). All five state that no oharlSe ahould be lII&de in Evidence Code Section 

403. (It Ibould be noted. however. that Protessor lIermle and Protessor llama 

apparently do not have a very good understanding ot the Evidence Code. Also, 

the first port1ozs ot Prote .. or Degnan's letter 41scuSles matters not pert1Dent 

to thia problem.) Unless we receive scae additional letterl that support 

tile Yiew of Mr. ,rustic. 1Caua, we do not plaD to brlJlg this _t'Hl' up tor 

ateoua.ica ap1ll. 

fvo ac!cli tloJlAl. Ntiers Iheuld be aentlec11d 1n ooauett. vUlt -... 

letter.: 

1. ProtONO!" Chadbourn obje~t. tel our propo.qd revtd~ of avb41mi,n 

(c) o~ Beetion 403 (cOGta1ned in ,UP tent.tS ... rec ..... "_~ .... bave 

4iatr1bllted tor CClllllleuts). We will take up bu o'bjcctie 1Ibea WI eoosi4tr 

the other CClllllltJlU en the tentative I'MG1IIIII8I1daUon. pl'lbab17 at 'be AUSUlt 

1966 meeting. 
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2. Professor llermle indicates in his letter that he believes that whe:. 

a confession is offered and the question is whether the accused has been 

"'arned of his constitutional rights, the question would be one that ultilnatel;;' 

sho~d be decided by the jury. This is not correct and I have advised 

Professor lIermle that my personal opinion is that such a decision is to be 

made by the judge after hearing all of the evidence on both sides and that the 

issue of admissibility is not to be submitted to the jury. The accused can, 

of course, submit evidence to the jury on the weight to be given to the 

~onfession. My opinion is supported by the recent decision of People v. M~~~, 

238 A.C.A, 249, 253, footnote 2. 

The primary reason why we have prepared this memorandum for the February 

n~eting is to provide the Commission with an opportunity to discuss the 

California Law Review Student Hote on the Evidence Code scheme for dealing 

with presumptions (53 CAL. L. REV.1439). The Chairman has sent each of you 

a copy of this excellent note. Please bring that copy to the meeting so ths:t, 

you will have it available when we discuss this matter. 

~2 note is concerned with the Evidence Code provisions regarding 

rebuttable presumptions in civil cases. We indicata below the matters that 

are considered in the note and might be discussed at the February meeting. 

1. The presumption-is-evidence doctrine. This doctrine is discussed 0" 

pages 1472-14'87, and the writer concludes that the Evidence Code made an 

important and highly desirable change in eliminating the presumption-is-evic~nce 

doctrine. So far as jury instructions are concerned, he sees no problems 

arising ~ecause of the elimination of the doctrine. IIowever, the writer 

S'.lggests that the law relating to peremptory rulings against the party 

.elying on a presumption should have been clarified in the Evidence Code. 
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The Evidence Code does not specify what circumstances justify granting 

peremptory rulings against the party relying on a presumption. This is 

because we did not attempt to cover the matter of nonsuit or directed verdicts 

in the Evidence Code. 

The writer concludes that the law is clear on Thayer (burden of producing 

evidence) presumptions. IJowever, he states that the law under the Evidence 

Code on Morgan (burden of proof) presumptions is not clear. See the discussion 

on pages 1474-l~ especially pages 1477-1479. lIe suggests thet the EvidenCe 

Code should have clarified the law in this respect. 

The staff does not believe we should insert in the Evidence Code any 

prOVisions releting to the conditions under which a nonsuit or directed ver<'.~.ct 

may be granted. lIowever, if the Commission Wishes to draft legislation on 

~his matter, the staff suggests that the Commission examine pages 1477-1479 

of the law review note and pages 1065-1070 of the Commission's research study 

on Burden of Producing Evidence, Burden of Proof, and Presumptions (copy 

attached). The staff has some difficulty in understanding the analysis in 

the lew review note on this matter. We find the analysis of Professor 

Chadbourn much clesrer. 

If the Commission decides to include same provision on directed verdict3 

and nonsuits in the statutes, the staff believes that we should include the 

substance of the following rule: Where the party against whom a presumption 

affecting the burden of proof operates requests that the court direct a verdict 

in his favor or that his opponent be nonsuited, the court shall grant such 

motion only if, after considering all the evidence produced by the parties 

on the issue, the court determines that no reasonable person could conclude 

that the presumed fact exists. 
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c 2. Are two kinds of presumptions necessary? The writer concludes that 

two types of presumptions are not necessary and that the division of presumptions 

into classes has created serious administrative difficulties. ITe suggests that 

all presumptions be classified as presumptions affecting the burden of 

persuasion (Morgan presumptions) as distinguisbed fram presumptions that only 

shift the burden of producing evidence. For his diSCUSSion, see pages 

1450-1472. 

we believe that the Evidence Code is sound in that it provides two 

types of presumptions and permits a particular presumption to be given Buch 

effect as is appropriate for that type of presumption. In fact, the Evidence 

Code would still be in the process of formulation were it not for this 

solution which enabled us to develop a scheme that everyone could accept, 

both those taking the Morgan view and those taking the Thayer view. 

One reason for our creation of two types of presumptions was the fact 

that it was not pOSSible to eliminate various presumptions in existing law 

that same of the members of the C~Bsion did not consider appropriate as 

presumptions. Giving these presumptions a Thayer effect permitted us to 

reach an agreement on the statute. 

3. Is the Evidence Code scheme for classifying presumptions adequate? 

The writer discusses the classification scheme provided by the Evidence Code 

at pages 1443-1450. ITe concludes that it will not be eesy for the judges to 

classify presumptions, especially since they must often classify a presumption 

in the heat of a trial. 

Under Evidence Code Sections 603 and 605, the test is whether a presumption 

was created to implement no public policy other than to facilitate the deter-

c= mination of the particular action in which the presumption is applied. The 

writer, we believe, demonstrates that this test is not clear enough to permit 

the easy classification of some presumptions. 
-4-
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You will recall that at one time the Commission considered : • .~ 

a test that would have permitted the classification of presumptions on the 

basis of the factors listed in footnote 97 on page 1459, but this test was 

rejected because it provided too vague a standard. 

Although the test provided by the Evidence Code can perhaps be improvec, 

we believe that no test can be provided which will permit the classification 

of all presumptions without the necessity of having the classification 

accomplished by the California Supreme Court in at least some cases. To 

minimize this problem, which we agree is a real one, we suggest that the 

Commission consider undertaking to draft legislation to classify all the 

statutory presumptions we can discover. You will recall that, at one time, 

we did undertake to draft such legislation but we dropped the project when 

the other demands on our time made it impossible to complete the project. We 

believe that such an approach is the only one that will provide for the su~e 

resolution of the doubt that exists as to the proper classification of 

presumptions that are not contained in the Evidence Code. Such a project 

would, of course, be a substantial undertaking, but we could perhaps draft c. 

substantial bill in time for the 1967 legislative session if that is the 

COILIllission's desire. Perhaps any presumption that causes controversy couF. 

be dropped from the bill and the classification of such presumption could be 

left to the courts. Moreover, in drafting such a bill, we could rephrase 

some presumptions ·so that they would be statements as to which party has the 

burden of proof rather than presumptions. This would be desirable in the 

case of presumptions that relate to what are essentially matters of defense 

in criminal actions. 

We believe that undertalting to draft such a bill is a much better 

procedure than abandoning our dual system of presumptions. One reason the 
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Evidence Code was enacted, I believe, is that there was no controversy over 

our presumption scheme. To adopt either the Morgan or the Thayer view would 

result in having the advocates of each view argue its merits before the 

appropriate legislative committees. 

After such a bill has been drafted, it might be possible to devel~ a 

better test for the classification of presumptions that have not been 

classified by the bill. 

4. The Section 667 presumption. Evidence Code Section 667 creates a 

presumption affecting the burden of proof. The section reads: 

667. A person not heard from in seven years 1s 
presumed to be dead. 

Footnote 34 in the law review note indicates that the writer apparently 

believes that the presumption provided by Section 667 should apply only in 

case of an "unexplained" absence for seven years, The presumption is taken 

without change from Code of Civil Procedure Section 1963. To adopt the view 

of the author of the note, the following sentence might be added to Section 667; 

This presumption does not arise if the person at the time he 
was last known to be alive was a fugitive from justice or because 
of other reasons it would be improbable that he would have been 
heard from even if alive. 

We do not recommend this addition. Under our present code prOVision, the 

plaintiff is entitled to go to the jury on the issue upon showing that the 

person has not been heard from in seven years. The evidence that the person 

was a fugitive from justice at the time of his disappearance is evidence from 

which the jury may infer that the person is alive. Since it is very difficult 

to prove that a missing person is dead, the staff believes that the presumption 

should arise upon a showing that the person has not been heard from for seven 

years, that the burden of persuasion should then shift to the other party, 

that he should then be permitted to introduce evidence from which the trier of 
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fact c~uld infer that the person is alive, and that the trier of fact should 

then decide the matter, giving a decision for the party against whom the 

presumption operates if the trier of fact concludes that it is more probable 

than not that the person is alive. 

5. Mentioning presumptions to the jury. The writer approves the Evidence 

Code scheme on this. See pages 1487-1488. 

6. Clear and convincing proof. The wrHer suggesh that the court be 

required to direct a verdict against a party who has the burden of proof of a 

fact by clear and convincing proof but failS to produce enough evidence t~ 

support a finding of that fact by clear and cenvincing proof. See pages 

1488-1489. We did not attempt to deal with instructions on burden of proof 

in such detail in the Evidence Code. Moreover, the author recommends a 

change in existing law that goes to directed verdicts generally, net just 

to directed verdicts in cases involving presumptions. If we undertake to 

draft provisions on directed verdicts, we should also consider other degrees 

of proof, such as "proof beyond a reasonable doubt," "proof sufficient to create 

a reasonable doubt." 

7. Conflicting presumptions. The writer suggests that the Evidence 

Code should contain a provision on conflicting presumptions. See pages 

1489-1490. The Commission concluded that such a provision was unnecessary.· 

We eliminated some of the presumptions that resulted in a circumstance where 

conflicting presumptions were possible by providing that the presumptions 

relating to due care, sanity, and guilt of crime or wrongd~ing were rules 

affecting the burden of proof rather than presumptions. It is difficult 

to conceive of a case where there can be conflieting presumptions under the 

Evidence Code; and, if such a case arises, it would appear to be better to 

permit the court to resolve it in light of the circumstances af the particular 
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case rather than to attempt to formulate a general rule to deal with the 

problem. 

8. Prima facie evidence. Although the writer concludes that we have 

clarified the law relating to prima facie evidence, he believes that we 

should further clarify those particular statutory provisions that are 

designed to provide for the admission of hearsay evidence rather than to 

create a presumption. We did exactly that in the Evidence Code. If ~ 

undertake to classify the various statutory presumptions, we can revise 

those provisions that are designed merely to make hearsay evidence admissible 

to phrase them as hearsay exceptions. We doubt whether a general provision 

in the Evidence Code would clarify the matter. 

9. Nonstatutory presumptions. The writer approves our recognition 

of the existence of nonstatutory presumptions and suggests no revisions 

in connection with this matter. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John II. Del>!oully 
Executive Secretary 
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bill Ikbool lit 19arbarb 1lnibttSltp 

Camfltibgt 38, ~$s. 

December 30, 1965 

Joseph B. Harvey, Esquire 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
california lew Revision Commiesion 
Room 30, Crothers Hall 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 

Dear iIoe: 

I have been delayed in finding an opporv~nity to 
study the material you sent me on November 26. How
ever, I have now read the various letters and memos, 
and should like to make a few comments. 

First, let me say, of and concerning Joe Ball's 
letter of October 25. that it seems to me that Joe 
rejects the basic idea which underlies ~~ 403 and 405 
of the Evidence Code, namely that some preliminary 
questions are for the jury, whereas others (including 
the credibility of witnesses who testify concerning 
them) are for the court. Since I approve of the Code 
provisions, r. of course, disagree with Joe's view. 
fhatview, I may add, is not in accord with the tra
ditional law on the subject (see McCcrmick, Evidence 
~ 53). Moreover, various policy considerations mili
tate against it Cllig). 

As to the questions raised by Judge Kaus, let 
m~ for convenience. tie my comments to Case # 8 , 
page 8, # 63(L} Memorandum 65-68 11/12/65. The case 
presents a competenoy problem under the hearsay ex
oeption for admissions. No relevancy problem arises. 
Under Code ~ 403 ultimate resolution of the preliminary 
~uestion is committed to the jury. Nevertheless, under 
~ 405 in competency problems involving other hearsay 
exceptions. resolution of the preliminary questions 
1s committed to the judge. The central question is 
therefore whether there is good reason for such 
different treatment. I believe that the answer to this 
question should involve not so much considerations of 
doctrinal symmetry as practical faotors. In other 
words, the desideratum should be to oonstruct a system 
at the trial level which is simple, understandable, 
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workable, and, of course, fair to the parties. Judged 
in these terms, I think the Commission's deliberate 
decision to make matters covered by § 403(a)(3) and (4) 
jury questions is a wise decision, though, of course, 
I must concede that some doctrinal asymmetry is involved. 

You will excuse me, I hope, for discussing this in 
such a conclusory (if not, pontifical) manner. More 
simply. what I'm trying to say is that I agree with 
memo 65-68, except as I'm now about to state. 

It seems to me that § 403(c)(1) and ~ 403 (c)(2) 
are dealing with such different matters that, whereas 
"on reauest shall" should be eHminated from (1), 
"shall' in (2) should remain as is. My thought is that 
(2j is just a special instance of the general power 
of the judge to direct a verdict or finding when rea
sonable minds cannot d.iffer, and it seems to me that 
this should be a matter of du t;,{ rather than discretion~. 
(1) is, of course, a different kind of animal. 

Very best wishes to you, the staff and members of 
the Oommission. 

JHO:mar 

Sincerely yours, 
'-". '\ ",,' , j..-?-"~ 

James H. Ohadbourn 
~ofessor of Law 

'-...-
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UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA, BERKELEY 

Mr. Joseph Harvey 
Cali:f'ornia Law ReVision 

Commission 
30 Crothers Hall 
stanford University 
stanford, Ca~irornia 

Dear Joe: 

SCHOOL OF LAW (SOALt' HALL) 

BEJU(EL~Y,CALIPORN1A 94~ZO 

February 4, 1966 

1 have delayed answering your letter or January 18th because 1 
simply could not rind sufficient time to give it the consideration it 
deserves. As your letter and the accompanying documents demonstrate, 
it is an uncOlllmOnly hard question on which men may readily differ in 
judgment. 1 will attempt to sketch out for you my thought on the 
correct ane.l;ysis of the problem. 

The rirst point that r must rr~e is that some or the discussion 
about privilege and the case of Jackson v. Denno is not directly rele
vant. Tnat is because in privilege law we are not concerned with 
credibility as the ultimate questions; indeed, ;Ie always assume that 
t!i'(, answer to a question involving priVilege would be relevant and 
might, at least, be found believable. The ultimate question is protec
tion of a legislatively declared policy that secrecy, in given Circum
stances, is lIlOre important than truth. It is :for this reason that we 
allow the :factual questions which determine whether the priVilege exists 
to be deCided by the judge and the judge alone, even ",hen he is required 
to resolve the question solely upon an appraisal or the credibility of 
testimony. 

Jackson v. Denno situations illustrate how these two problems can 
blend into what seems like one. As is no.; clear, involuntary confessions 
are excluded ror two distinct reaSOns: one is that we want to discourage 
application of pressllre to obtain such statements, witl'lout regard to the 
truth Or :falsity of the staten>.ent, !Uld the ot.':ler is that involuntary 
statements are quite likely to be less reliable than those vc~untarily 
made. So we are posing two separate 'l.uestions ·."hicl'l, unrortunately,- sound 
very much alike. One is addressed to the judge, who must find whether: 
the confession was "voluntary." If' he finds that it 'Jas not, resolVing 
the probably contradictory eVidence on whether coercion was applied, he 
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must exclude. TIlls is not so much a rule against passing t.~e buck as it 
is a requirement that the judges find the :facts T,men dealing with a rule 
which has as its purpose some-:;hing ot.0.er than assurance of truth, which 
the rule against. police coercion is~ 'rhe other question., which will be 
put to the jury on virtually the same evidence, does perhaps sound the 
same as the one decided by the judge. It is not, however; the jury 
decides whether t...~e conression i;3 reliaole e..!.'1d. cred.:Lble, and it properly 
hears and appraises fo·c the::; purpose, the very same testimony the judge 
has already passed upon. Just as the judge was not passing the buck when 
he allowed the jury to hear t.0.e same evidence of coercion, which he rejected 
in allowing the confession jp, the .jury is not "second-guessing" the judge 
if it deCides to the contra..'"Y and disbelieves t.'1e confession. It is simply 
deCiding, on the responsibility entrusted by law to it, a question which 
is uniquely jury in character. 

The pollcy behind hearsay is almost tota:Lly one promoting credibility. 
It is therefore inevi table that the jury role will be larger and the role 
of the judge relatively less. I think that subsections 403(a)(3) and (4) 
appropriately recognize this dif:terence. Once the judge has made the 
threshold determination that reasonable men could believe the eVidence 
offered, and from it find the disputed fact, he has peformed his function. 
Beyond that point, the jury role of assessing credibility is controlling. 
To allow the judge to say that (to use your example) aJ.though reasonable 
men could oelieve the deed to be genuine subsection (a)(3) or that the 
acknowledgment of fault em~1l:ated from the defendant, but the jury will 
not be a110~ed to find because, on conflicting testimony, the judge does 
not in fact believe it, is to deny the jury its traditional domain of 
credibility. 

Judge Kaus rightly ooser,es that in some cases, such as the admission 
example, there is a danger t.'1.at the jury '.<ill ignore the instruction and 
the. protecting ef:tec"t ot the hearsay rule w1.ll be evaded, That is, the 
jury IIllIY conclude ·that if somebody said the Ford "ent through the red 
light, it probably did, and the jury may give effect to the stateme.\'lt 
even if it shOUld, in its deliberations, conclude that it .as not the 
defendant .ho uttered the statement. In many csses this is r.ot a prob
lem; often a statement will be probative orJ.y i:f it can be attributed to 
a certain person. But there are enough, and your example is one of them, 
where a statement l'l'.ay have some probative value even when it cannot surely 
be attributed to a declarant who qualifies under some hearsay exception-
he is a party, or the statement is against his interest, or he was in a 
state of exCitement, or the like. This real problem is one ~hich we 
traditionally attempt to control oy instructions, not by exclusions. 

You will observe that some other questions about hearsay are tradi
tionally decided by the judge--is the declarant a party, was the state
ment against his interest when made, or was he then in a state of 
exCitement? To some extent these are questions of law, appropriate for 
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the Judge rather than tor the jury. To the extent that they are factual, 
they may involve circutrilltances--cases of+ven determine whether a declarant 
vas excited by asking whether an average persorr ~~lou1d have been excited 
by the circumstances. But sometimes t:c!c dete2'llling factor will be purely 
factual. The important and pervasive distinction, I t.lJ.ink, is between 
those factors which bear upon the credibility of the declarant and those 
whiCh im-olve jury appraisal of testimony of a w"i.tness 1lO'W on the stand, 
under oath and subject to cross-examination. If the ;litness sa:ys, "I 
heard him [indicating defendant] say that he went through the red light," 
we have a:pure Jury question or credibility of a witness. To prove the 
existence of' a state of exci te!nent is another ll'.atter; the jurors do not 
see the declara!lt, and usual.ly he was not then u.'1der oath or subject to 
cross-examination. To Ine, this not only warrants but calls for t.":te 
distinction drawn by § 403 and § 405. 

In conclusion, I admit that rrw final remark above is more applica
tion of Judgment than cold er~sis. To have analyzed the question 
correctly does not point u.~erringly to the cor:ect answer in a matter as 
complicated as this. r concede Judge Kaus' cri ticisrn that treating t.1-:Ie 
same question in tw-o different W,;j"S inVites confUsion in the courtroom. 
r have already indicated that the danger that the jury will ignore the 
instruction and give weight to the eVidence even if it does not make the 
requisite findil".g is real, not imaginary. On the ot.":ter hand, Joe Ball's 
letter is not '-.rong in apy sense that he misses the point; he sees the 
~int quite clearly and speaks persuasively. I cannot make the cese here 
(althOugh I can in priVilege cases) that the function of determing the 
existence of foundation for a given hearsay exception is ideally for the 
judge rather than for t..':te JUT'J. I canassec-t that our traditions and our 
case law distinguish between those factual questior~ which bear upon the 
reliability of an in collx"o statement. 

I have been discussing this as a judge-jury question, which it is. 
I don't thir.k it is tlle kind of allocation that can be allS>lered by look-
ing to the constihl.tlon or to existing case law, althOugh I do think your 
comments support the existing Code proVisions. It is a question o:f judgment, 
Within the rar.ge on · ... hieh judgments may reasonably differ. 

RED:ma 

cc: Judge Otto Kaua 
l~.r. Joseph Ball 

Sincerely, 
"~ 

I~~ 
Ronan E. Deg!lan 
Professor of Law 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY 

John H. DeMoully, Esq. 

SCI!OOL OF LAW (BOA!. T HALL) 

.BER¥ELEY~ CAL1FORNl.A 9-4720 

January 21, 1966 

Executive Secretary # California Law 
Revision Commission 

Room 30, Crothers Hall 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

Dear John: 

I have read and studied your letter together with the letters 
of Mr. Justice Kaus and the staff memoranda relating to Sect! on 403 
of the Evidence Code. In my judgment, the Commission's resolution 
of the is sue raised by Mr. Justice Kaus is the only proper one. I find 
it somewhat difficult to define the principle upon which he bases his 
contentions but he appears to envision a role for the judge with respect 
to what may very well be substantive issues to such an extent that the 
function of the jury may become a very subordinate one indeed. 

The Commission's position, of course, accords with 
McCormick's view that authenticity of a writing or statement is a 
matter of relevance and not a question of the application of a tech
nical rule of evidence. In such a case the issue seems clearly to 
be one for resolution by the jury. The Harvey memorandum No. 65- 68 
makes a most convincing case for the practicality of the Commission's 
proposal in emphasizing that the trial judge need only bear in mind 
that Section 403 is important only in questions of authenticity. 

If you have not encountered it, Judge Merrill's treatment of 
the problem in a conspiracy case accords with the Commission's 
position. See Carbo v. U. S. t 341 F. 2d 718, 735 (9th Cir. 1963). 

AHS:deb 

Cordially yours, 

.-,- ,.~. 

·Arth~r H. Sherry 
Professor of Law 
and Criminology 



FACULlY 

UNIVERS!TY OF SAN DIEGC' 
SCHOOL OF LAW 

Mr. John H. DeHoully 
Execu tive Secretary 

St"i )1f;:C) 10, CAl,FOkl'liA 

:Janl1ary 22, 1.966 

California Law Revision Commission 
Room 30, Crothers Hall 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 

Dear Mr. DeMoully; 

In your letter of January 17, 1966 you request my views on 
the rules prescribed by subdiv~sions (a) {3J and (a) (4) of 
Evidence Code Section 403. 

In my opinion no revision in section 403 of the Evidence Code 
should be made. In support. of my opinion, I do not consider 
it essential to enter into a discussion of the pros and cons as 
to what preliminary fact" should be' decided by the judge exclus
ively and what facts he should leave for the final determination 
of the jury, because I cons.ider the posi.tion taken by ·the Staff 
in Memorandum 65-68 sets forth Fly conclusions on the subject. 
1 have thorcusrh1.-t' :read s8\/eral t i..rWt;,s tl)(.~ arguments set forth 
in Justice Kaus! IG'"Lt::-~r':,; ';::'.TH.l 1.:1'1<2 Staff ~:-:~ oESWE.':C thereto.. I 
feel that I COt] l.d a,:ld net-;--! iy\S of ::;:-ubst:xnco to the matters dis
cussed in bot};- Sta.ff t1":'-':HCT;~1"'!.(nl:.mL {.;IICJJ.JSC'o ~_:-t1. yc,1.lT.' letter .. 

One of my forme::::" student.s i::lf:urms rtH.:; tha.lc t.::1,(~ p,.:)int as to the 
final deterroir~at~_oD cf t:~i.C bCC)l~·0.d .be J.nq infc-X':11f.=d of his rights 
under the DO.rado d\~c.ision h2S r..,.-::~en raised i:n the San Diego 
Superior Court_~ I have re;:i.d J£ DC such ql~Estiun being raised 
in the JI.dvance Ca.J. ifc.,;t'r-Ll.(2! Rel)().rts 6 Under tbe Evidence Code, 
it would appear that i.f trHs qt:~e~>tion rcd.sed is one of authen
tication" that iSI a di.sp·:.lt:e 2S to V,,-hetJ1Gr or ~lot. the accused 
was warned of his rights~ ~Lt 15 a 403 q'lJestion. If the accused 
produces sufficient ev:i.dence l~:;- sus taiL a fi.nding that ~j:;:;:-,.-;w;;aa]$'----
not warned ~ the quest i~C~L getS tr) t.rH:; juzy. (~~~';~. ___ :' ... _ 

Thank you f0r the uJ~)}Jor L-..J.n,i t.y 
matter~ 

LDH/rl ~ 
~) . 

.. 

---
i .' .:.', 

on Ltj:-i£ 
I ; 

i ' , . 
i--.---,---, ; 

L~; 



UNIVERSITY Or- CALtFoft:r-lFA 

HASTINGS COLLEGE. OF THE LAW 
~ga M\;.ALU:::-T_I;::J<; STx~E1 

SAN FRA, .. CISCO_ CA.t.tf<ORNIA .<;104,0;;: 
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Ca 1 i Forni a L::h~ Rev~ G'l'I ~D;J):'P-! ~ 5 ; Or'; 

Room 30, -Crothers Bali 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

Dear Mr. OeMoully: 

I have y()ur 1 eHer of January 17 and have s Uugg 1 ed wi th the mater; a Is 
you enclosed. I have cor.~ to the conclusion that the differences between 
the ConiTfisS10fVIP 1 s V1e-wS~ ~3S, stat~ 1n tr1t! Evidence Code and in the cotmlents,. 
and the views of Jtistica Kau$ a:""e~ ~n the- ;~i{);; diffarei<>,ces One finds in the 
reported decisions in this area of the l~w~ 

The Comnissior.. and Justice K.;Ho!'S are }n accord ·Tn .starting from the 
premi se that the C("iur't d·~te:rrd :,,;es the pre Ii mi r'lary fact bear; ng on the 
authentici ty of proffe!"'~ ev·rdef1C0", After that ird tia! stage Justice Xaus 
expresses dlfferen~,~~ ',,,, th the Z:v~dence S:ode~ In..a suostant-ial measure the 
di ff erences <lr; 5<; over t he ~el ~t i ve j>Owers ""d f""cti on' of the court and 
the jury. 

The broad q'.H!St)OI1 'i;t lh-tdcr. ;.,,~e'W ·1!;. t.Q he preferred In ddvanc·ing the 
clad t y and i nt egr i ty of the 1 ~'," of ""/1 detl""" Ny i r>C 1 .; nat; On i s to s.upport 
the vi ew that the court ~r;ou 1<:1 ha"" the power to dec; de til; s pre! imi nary 
fact with finality_ 1 am ind )"ed to go " '>tep further and dpprove .. rule 
s im; 1 ar to the one set out 'j t) the: U~ ~ fo'nr. Ri,d es C)f £v1 derrc~, Ru 1 es 8 and 19, 
and particularly fhde 8)< ~l'h;~~ p1,~e .. ;?,: th-3 responsH>i'lit.y em the CQ.ur*t to palie~ 
on the preI i mi na:'"y ~u-est i on of t ilc; .itJrnl:iS i b-j Ii ty of evi dence~ You wi l' not e. 
though,. the last sentence of Ru]e 8, whl.::h prOVh1€3.: 

HBut thi s t'u 1e sh~ i. not be CC!1stt"ued to lim"i:t the ri ght of a 
party to introduce L'it;fr.)r"e the jvry ev·fder<c~ relevant to 
wei ght or credi hi! i ty." 

When the pr'e1sminar'f fac.~~ q'Jesticn 0r; -~\uich the adtn1Ssibility of the 
evi dence rests 1 S 1 ik~) se :::in u 1 t i mate d~; sputed fact i s.su-e J we: are confronted 
with a complicated prahl"",. Jest;ce ~:a"s r'as $0,"" support fo,. his vi I!IW. See, 
for example, liatz v. United States, 158 :0, 2d. 19Q. ! believe Rule 405 of 
the Evidence Code establi~hes a more acceptable procedure. 



My only que':>tio~ is. whet,:'H~f- (t.} (2) nEeds, t~ be inclJJded. As I 
view this pr;j.cedu-r'e~ whep the e;,.~f:':.tance- of c prel'L1r:nary fact is dis
puted the court w~ t 1 -intjicat~ wh~~ .:";~s -::h€" hurde~ GV pl~odiJc~ng evidence 
and who has the bur-dei', of proof .. T!i:<;;;: C,{):":!"t; 3':, 'indicated in (a) will 
then deter-mine the existence or none .. :istence of the prei iminary fact 
and decide fOI" or against the pr"ff,~red evidence. If the court admits 
the proffered evidence, i, shccli d 'lOt perm; t the opponent to rai se a 
prelimjnary dispute on th.., proponent'S evidence, but should pennH the 
party offerhlg th", evidence IO produco evidence t" SClpp;>rt a verdi ct on 
the preliminary face issue, and evidence to support the conditionally 
r-elevant fact.. The burden" of gClrig forwa~d wi til the evidence would then 
shift to the opponent/' t'4l00 would brl'ng in the di:;,puting evidence. Thus 
the dispute will i~"t the end b~ fo\'" the jut'}'} and nf .. t the court to resolve. 

I have 91 ve"l you my< V1 a\-~'s. ~ 

in no need of ch~nge~ T~e Ccde~ 
in 1 aw 1mpfo""e:'~r'lt. 

AJH:jb 

friy conclusiQn is that Evidence Code stands 
in my op~71ion is an otitstanding achievement 
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c TEI;TATIVE RECOlI,},IENDATIOll 

of the 

CALIFORNIA LAvl REVISIOll C01'1-HSSION 

relating to 

REVISION OF THE EVIDENCE CODE 

In 1965, upon the recommendation of the LaH Revision Commission, the 

Legislature enacted a ne,1 California Evidence Code. The effective date of the 

new code was postponed until January 1967 to give lawyers and judges an 

opportunity to become familiar with its provisions before they were required 

to apply them. 

The Commission conterr~lated that,as lawyers and judges became familiar 

r with the provisions of the Evidence Code, they would find same of its pro-

visions in need of clarification or revision. The Commission has received 

and considered a number of suggestions relating to the Evidence Code. In 

the light of this consideration,the Commission recommends the following 

revisions of the Evidence Code: 

1. Evidence Code Section 402(b) no,1 permits a hearing on the admissibility 

of a confession or admission in a criminal case to be held in the presence of 

the jury if the defendant does not object. It has been suggested that, in the 

light of the considerations identified in Jackson v. Denno, 378 U.S. 368 (1964), 

the provisions of Section 402(b) may not adequately protect the rights of 

the accused. To obviate this possibility, Section 402(b) should be revised 

to require the preliminary hearing on the admissibility of a c~nfession or 

admission in a criminal case to be held out of the presence of the jury unless 

c= the defendant expressly waives his right to the out-of-court hearing and 

such waiver is made a matter of record. 
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2. Evidence Code Section 403 authorizes the judge to instruct the jury 

to disregard conditionally admissible evidence unless it finds that the condi-

tion exists and requires the judge to give the instruction whenever he is 

requested to do so by a party. In many situations, however, the jury's duty 

to disregard conditionally admissible evidence is so clear that an 

instruction to that effect is umrarranted. For example, if a party offers a 

written admission purportedly signed by the adverse party and the adverse 

party offers evidence that the document is a forgery, there is no reasonable 

likelihood that the jury is going to consider the document as evidence of the 

matters stated therein if it believes that the document is spurious. 

Accordingly, Section 403 should be revised to eliminate the requirement 

that an instruction must be given. The section should permit the judge to 

decide in each case whether or not an instruction is warranted. 

3. Evidence Code Section 413 codifies the provision of Article I, Section 

13, of the California Constitution that permits the court and counsel to 

comment upon a party's failure or refusal to deny or explain by his testimony 

the evidence in the case against him. In Griffin v. California, 381 U.S. 763 

(1965), the United States Supreme Court held that such comment violates a 

party's rights under the 14th Amendment of the United States Constitution 

when his failure or refusal 'to testify is in the exercise of his privilege to 

refuse to testify against himself. The rationale of the Griffin case may also 

apply to Evidence Code Section 412, which states a rule that is similar to that 

stated in Section 413. 

In order that no one might be misled by the provisions of Sections 412 

and 413, they should be modified to indicate that there is a constitutional 

c:: limitation on the rules they express. Conforming amendments should also be 

made in Penal Code Sections 1093 and 1127. 
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4. The Evidence Code classifies rebuttable presumptions into two 

categories and explains the man~er in which presUillptions affect the fact

finding proces s. See EVIDEl1CE CODE § § 600-607. Al though several specific 

presumptions are listed and classified in the Evidence Code, the Evidence 

Code does not codify most of the presurr~tions found in Calif8rnia law. It 

contains only S8IDe of the statutory presumptions that were formerly found 

in the Code of Civil Procedure and a fe" con-mon la" presumpti8ns that were 

identified closely with those statutory presumptions. As they arise in the 

cases, other presurr~tions must be classified by the courts in accordance with 

the classification scheme established by the code. 

Thus, the Evidence Code does not contain any prOVisions specifically 

mentioning either the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur or the presumption of 

negligence that arises from proof of a violation of law. Because of the 

frequency with which these rules arise in the cases, however, the Evidence 

Code should deal explicitly with them in the manner recommended below. 

5. Under existing California law, when the facts giving rise t~ the 

doctrine of res ipsa loquitur have been established, a finding of negligence is 

required unless the adverse party makes a requisite contrary showing. Burr 

v. Sherwin vlilliams Co., 42 Ca1.2d 682, 268 P.2d 1041 (1954). Under existing 

California law, too, the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur does not shift the 

burden of proof. Hardin v. San Jose City Lines, Inc., 41 Ca1.2d 432, 260 P.2d 

63 (1953). Accordingly, under existing California la1, the doctrine of res ipsa 

loquitur seems to function as an Evidence Code presumption affecting the 

burden of producing evidence. See EVIDENCE CODE § 604. 

The cases considering res ipsa loquitur have stated, hm,ever, that the 

doctrine requires the adverse party to come forward with evidence not merely 
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sufficient to sustain a findir.g that he 1'/aS not negligent but sufficient to 

balance the inference of negligence. See, e.F;., Hardin v. San Jose City 

Lines, Inc., 41 Cal.2d 432,437,260 P.2d 63 (1953). If such statements 

merely mean that the trier of fact is to folloll its usual procedure in 

balancing conflicting eVidence--i.e., the party with the burden of proof wins 

on the issue if the inference of negligence arising fram the evidence in his 

favor preponderates in convincing force, but the adverse party wins if it 

does not--then res ipsa loquitur in the California cases does indeed function 

exactly like an Evidence Code presumption affecting the burden of producing 

evidence. If such statements mean, however, that the trier of fact must in 

some manner weigh the convincing force of the adverse party's evidence of 

his freedom from negligence against the legal requirement that negligence be 

found, then the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur represents a specific application 

of the former rule (repudiated by the Evidence Code) that a presumption is 

"evidence" to be weighed against the conflicting evidence. See the Comment 

to EVIDENCE CODE § 600. 

The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, therefore, should be classified as a 

presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence to eliminate any 

uncertainties concerning the manner in which it ,'ill function under the 

Evidence Code. Such a classification will also eliminate any possible 

vestiges of the "presumption is· evidence" doctrine that may nOH inhere in it. 

The result ;lill be that, as under exi sting lau, the finding of negligence is 

required when the facts giving rise to the doctrine have been established unless 

the adverse party comes forward ",ith contrary evidence. If contrary evidence 

is produced, the trier of fact ''lill then be required to weigh the conflicting 

evidence--deciding for the party relying on the doctrine if the inference of 

negligence preponderates in convincing force, and deciding for the adverse 

party if it does not. 
-4-



c This classification accords with the purpose of the doctrine. Like 

other presumptions affecting the burden of producing evidence, it is based 

on an underlY1Ilg logical inference; and "evidence of the nonexistence of 

the presumed fact is so much more readily available to the party against 

whom the presumption operates that he is not permitted to argue that the 

preSUJDed fact does not exist unless he is willing to produce such evidence." 

Comment to EVIDENCE CODE § 603. 

6. Under existing law, a presumption of negligence arises from proof 

of the violation of a statute, ordinance, or regulation for which criminal 

sanctions are imposed. Alarid v. Vanier, 50 Cal.2d 617, 327 P.2d 897 (1958); 

Tossman v. Ne~~, 37 Cal.2d 522, 233 P.2d 1 (1951). In addition to the 

violation, the party relying on the presumption must show that he is one of 

c=: the class of persons for whose benefit the statute, ordinance, or regulation 

was adopted, that the accident l'las of the nature the enactment was designed 

to prevent, and that the violation was the proximate cause of the damage or 

injury. See Richards v. Stanley, 43 Cal.2d 60, 271 P.2d 23 (1954); Nunneley 

v. Edgar Hotel, 36 Cal.2d 493, 225 P.2d 497 (1950). 

Recent cases seem to indicate that the presumption is now treated as one 

that affects the burden of proof. In the Alarid case, the court stated that 

the correct test for determining whether the presumption has been overcome 

"is whether the person who has vi:Jlated a statute has sustained the burden 

of showing that he did what might reasonably be expected of a person of 

ordinary prudence, acting under Similar circumstances, who desired to comply 

with the law." 50 Ca1.2d 617, 624, 327 P.2d 897 (1958). It has been held, 

however, that the presumption does not shift the burden of proof to the adverse 

c=: party. Jolly v. Clemens, 28 Cal. App.2d 55, 82 P.2d 51 (1938). 
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The presurrption should be classified as a presumption affecting the 

burden of proof in order to further the public policies expressed in the 

various statutes, ordinances, and regulations to which it applies. 

The presurrption should also be modified by the elimination of the 

requirement that the violation be subject to a criminal sanction. So long 

as the court must find that the enactment was adopted for the protection of 

the person relying on the presumption and that the violation was the 

proximate cause of an acc~dent of the nature that the enactment was designed 

to prevent, there seems to be no purpose served by requiring the court to 

find, in addition, a criminal sanction for the violation. Frequently 

noncriminal sanctions such as license revocation or suspension are far more 

severe than misdemeanor penalties. Although the California cases customarily 

state that a criminal sanction for the violation is necessary, no case 

has been found holding the presumption inapplicable because of the absence 

of a criminal sanction. Cf. Clinkscales v. Carver, 22 Cal.2d 72, 136 P.2d 

777 (1943). 

7. Evidence Code Section 776 permits a party to call the employee of 

an adverse party and examine that employee as if under cross-examination. 

Essentially, this merely rreans that the examiner may use leading questions 

in his examination (EVIDElWE CODE § 767), for the rule forbidding the impeach

ment of one's elm witness has not been continued in the Evidence Code 

(EVIDENCE CODE § 785). If the employer-party then chooses to cross-examine 

the employee, the examinat ion must be conducted as if it were a redirect 

examination, i.e., the employer is ordinarily forbidden to use leading 

questions. 
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Under Code of Civil Procedure Section 2055, Hhich Section 776 has 

superseded, the err,ployer' s exan:ination of an err,ployee examined by the adverse 

party under its provisions could be conducted like. a cross-examination. As 

a general rule, this provision of Section 2055 was undesirable, for it 

permitted an employer to lead an employee-witness even though the interests 

of the employer and em:91oyee were virtually identical. This provision of 

Section 2055 was of some merit, however, in litigation between an employer 

and an employee. Ar! emplcyee-witr!ess who is called to testify against the 

employer by a co-employee may often be in sympathy with his co-worker's 

caUse rather than his employer's. In such a case, the employer should have 

the right to ask the witness leading questions to the same extent that any 

other party can cross-examine an adverse 1-1i tness. 

Accordingly, Section 776 should be amended to restore to an employer

party the right to use leading questions in examining an employee-witness 

who is called by a co-eEployee to testify under Section 776. 

8. The lawyer-client, physician-patIent, ar.d psychotherapist-patient 

privileges all protect "informatior! transmitted" betl-;een the parties. 

EVIDEHCE CODE §§ 952, 992, 1012. In addition, the physician-patient and 

psychotherapist-patient privileges protect "information obtained by an 

examination of the patient." EVmEHCE CODE §§ 992, 1012. It has been 

suggested that the quoted language may not protect a professional opinion or 

diagnosis that has been formed on the basis of the protected corr~unications. 

If these sections Here construed to leave such opinions and diagnoses 

unprotected, the privileges ,wuld be virtually destroyed. Therefore, 

Sections 952, 992, and 1012 should be amended to make it clear that such 

opinions and diagnoses are protected by these privileges. 
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9. Section 1017 of the Evidence Code provides that the psychotherapist

patient privilege is inapplicable if the psychotherapist is appointed by 

order of a court. As an exception tJ this general rule, Section 1017 

provides in effect that the privilege applies if the court appointment was 

made upon request of the la,·/yer for the defendant in a criminal case in order 

to provide the lawyer "ith information needed to advise the defendant whether 

to enter a plea based on insanity or to present a defense based on his 

mental or emotional condition. 

It should make no substantive difference ,·,hether an insanity plea 

was made before or after the request for appointment. If the defense of 

insanity is presented, there is no psychotherapist privilege. EVIDENCE CODE 

§ 1016. If the defense of insanity is not presented, the defendant is in 

the same position that he ,·/ould be in if no plea of insanity "ere ever made, 

and he should have available to him any privileges that would have been 

applicable if no such plea had been made. Accordingly, Section 1017 should 

be amended So that the exceptL>n for a court-appointed psychotherapist is not 

applicable where the ap]Jointnent "as made upon request of the 1alVyer for a 

criminal defendant in order to provide the 1aHyer with infonr.ation needed to 

advise the defendant ",hether to ",ithdraw a plea based on insanity. 

10. Section 1201 provides for the admission of "multiple hearsay." 

The section should be revised to clarify its meaning. 

The Commission's recommendations would be effectuated by the enactment 

of the following measure: 
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_~ act to amend Sections 402, 403, 412, 413, 776, 952, 992, 1012, 1017, and 

and to c:mend Secoicns 1093 and 1127 of t),,-, Pend C'~de, relating to' evidence. 

!he people of the State of California do enact as folJ01'S: 

(;J>CTION 1. Section 402 of the Evidence Code is amended to read: 

402. (a) j'llien the existence of a preliminary fact is 

disputed, its existence or nonexistence shnll be determined as 

provided in this article. 

(b) The court may hear and determine the question of the 

admissibility of evidence out of the presence or hearing of the 

jury; but in a criminal action, the court shall hear and determine 

the question of the admissibility of a confession or admission of the 

defendant out of the presence of the jury g'-anY-f'al'ty-so-l'eql3.ests 

unless the defendant expressly waives this requirement and his waiver is 

made a matter of record • 

(c) A ruling on the admissibility of evidence implies ;lhatever 

finding of fact is prerequisite thereto; a separate or formal finding 

is unnecessary unless requir~d by statute. 

COlIJIlent. This amendment tc) Section 402 is designed to provide a 

criminal defendant with more adequate protection against the possible 

prejudice that may result frDm holding a hearing on the admissibility of a 

confession cr admission in the presence of the jury. Cf. Jacks:m v. Der-no, 

378 U.S. 368 (1964). 
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SEC. 2. Section 403 of the Evidence Ccde is 8nerded to read: 

403. (a) The proponent of the proffered evidence has the 

burden of producing evidence as to the existence of the preliminary 

fact, and the proffered evidence is inadmissible unless the court 

finds that there is evidence sufficient to sustain a finding of the 

existence of the preliminary fact, when: 

(1) The relevance of the proffered evidence depends on the 

existence of the preliminary fact; 

(2) The preliminary fact is the personal !mol,ledge of a witness 

concerning the subject matter of his testimony; 

(3) The preliminary fact is the authenticity of a writing; or 

(4) The proffered evidence is of a statement or other conduct 

of a particular person and the preliminary fact is whether that person 

made the statement or so conducted himself. 

(b) Subject to Section 702, the court may admit conditionally 

the proffered evidence under this section, subject to evidence of 

the preliminary fact being supplied later in the course of the trial. 

(c) If the court admits the proffered evidence under this section, 

the court -! -E±t may ,-aRd·-9R-l"eElH.est-sRaU, instruct the jury..!. 

ill To determine ",hether the preliminary fact exists and to 

disregard the proffered evidence unless the jury finds that the 

preliminary fact does exist. 

(2) gRall-iRs~l"Het-t~e-aHFY To disregard the proffered evidence 

if the court subsequently determines that a jury could not reasonably 

find that the preliminary fact exists. 
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COlLlllent. In many cases the jury's duty to disregard conditionally 

admissible evidence is so clear that an instruction to this effect is 

unnecessary. Therefore, subdivision (cl has been amended to delete the 

requirement that such an instruction be give~ Under the amended subdivision, 

the court nay refuse to give such an 1r.struction when it is unnecessary to do 

so. 
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SEC. 3. Secticn 412 cf the ;:;vid.encc Code is CI.:ended to read: 

412. Subject to Section 414, if weal.er and less satisfactory 

evidence is offered "hen it was within the power of the party to 

produce stronger and more satisif4ctory-evidEnce, the evidence offered 

should be viewed with distrust. 

Cc~ent. See the Comment to Section 414. 

c 
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SEC. 4. Section 413 of the Evidence Code is amended to read: 

lf13. Subject to Section 41lf, in determining l;hat inferences 

to draw from the evidence or facts in the case against a party, the 

trier of fact ITay consider, among other things, the party's failure 

to explain or to deny by his testimony such evidence or facts in the 

case against him, or his 1,lillfu1 suppression of evidence relat11:i~ 

thereto, if such be the case. 

Comment. See the Comment to Section 4llf. 

c 
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SEC. 5. Section 414 is added to the Evidence Code, to read: 

414. Instructions and corrnentz permissible under Section 

412 or 413 are subject to any limitations provided by the Constitution 

o~ the United States or the State of California. 

Comment. Section 414 recognizes that the Constitution of the United 

States or the State o~ California may impose limitations on the types o~ 

instructions that may be given and the comments that may be made under 

Sections 412 and 413. See Griffin v. California, 381 U.S. 763 (1965) 

(uncJnstitutional to permit c8mment on a criminal defendant's failure or 

refusal to explain the evidence against him when such failure or refusal is 

based on the exercise of his c~nstitutional right to refuse to testify against 

himself). See also People v. B8stick, 62 Cal.2d 820, 823, 44 Cal. Rptr. 

649, 402 P.2d 529 (1965)( the "cClrr.ment of the prosecutor and the trial cJurt' s 

instruction herein [both relating to criminal defendant's failure to testify] 

each constituted error."). 
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SEC. 6. Section 646 is added to the Evidence Code, to read: 

646. The jUdicial doctrir.e of res ipsa loquitur is a presumption 

affecting the burden of producing evidence. If the facts that give 

rise to the presumption are found or otherwise established in the 

action and the party against whom the presumption operates introduces 

evidence which would support a finding that he was not negligent, the 

court may, and on request shall, instruct the jury as to any inference 

that it may draw from the facts so fo~d or established. 

Comment. Section 646 is designed to clarify the manner in which the 

doctrine of res ipsa loquitur functions under the provisions of the Evidence 

Code relating to presumptions. 

Under the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur as developed by the California 

courts, an inference arises that an injury was negligently caused by the 

defendant if the plaintiff establishes three conditions: 

(1) (T ]he accident must be of a kind "hich ordinarily 
does not occur in the absence of someone's negligence; (2) 
it must be caused by an agency or instrumentality within the 
exclusive control of the defendant; (3) it must not have been 
due to any voluntary action or contribution on the part of the 
plaintiff. [Ybarra v. Spangard, 25 Cal.2d 486, 489, 154 P.2d 
687 (1944).] 

The "inference," however, is "a 'special kind of inference" whose effect is 

"somewhat akin to that of a preswnption"; for if the facts giving rise to the 

doctrine are established, the jury is required to find the defendant negligent 

unless he comes forward l,i th evidence to rebut the inference. Burr v. 

Sherwin Williams Co., 42 Cal.2d 682, 268 P.2d 1041 (1954). 

As a presumption under the Evidence Code, the doctrine of reS ipsa 

loquitur ,,111 have the same procedural effect that it formerly had as a 
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"mandatory inference" in the follCldng respect; If the jury finds the 

facts giving rise to t':Je doctrine, it is required to find the defendant 

negligent unless he makes the requisite contrary showing. See EVIDENCE 

CODE § 6eo and the Cc=,en~ thereto. 

Section 646 cla~s::fies res i])sa l~quitur as a presumption affecting the 

burden of producing evidence '['':Jus, the presumptive effect of the doctrine 

vanishes if the defendant CO:'.e8 forward ',Iich evidence to O'lercome the 

presumption. lim,ever, thE' ju"y may s'o:\ll 1::e able to drm'l an inference of 

negligence frclil the l'acts that gave rise to the presumption. See EVIDENCE 

CODE § 604 and the CClIJIlent thereto. In rare cases, the defendant may 

produce such conclusive evidence that the inference of negligence is dispelled 

as a matter of la". See, e.g., Leonard v. '"atsonville Corr.munity Hospital, 

47 Cal.2d 509, 305 P.2d 36 (1956). But, except in such a case, the facts 

giving rise to the c.octrine 'dill support an infel'ence of negligence even after 

its presuwptive effect ha~ disa~peared, 

Under Section 646, the cOllrt must decide "hether the defendant's evidence 

attacks the element s of the rIoctril:e or the conclusion of negligence that is 

required when the eLements ar0 established. If the defendantfs evidence 

attacks only the elelT_ents of the doctrine, then an instruction on what has 

become kno'rm as conditional r2S i?sa loquitur becomes necessary. For example, 

if the defendant's evidence dces not relate to his mm use of care but 

r"lates instead to his "-ack of exclusive control over the instrumentality 

that caused the injury, then tl,e court must instruct the jury that, if it 

finds the elements of the doctrine exist, it is required to find that the 

defendant Has negligent. If the defendant offers evidence of his care, the 

mandatory or presumptive effect of the doctrine disappears. But if the facts 
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giving rise to the doctrine WQuld still support an inference of negligence, 

Section 646 requires the court to instruct that if the jury finds that the 

elements of the doctrine exist (probability of negligence, exclusive control, 

lack of voluntary action by injured person) it may infer that the defendant 

was negligent, and if this inference seems to the jury to be more persuasive 

than the defendant's evidence of his care, the jury should find that the 

defendant viaS negligent. In other words, the court should instruct that if 

the jury, after cClllsidering ~he evidence (probebility of negligence, etc.) 

and the inference of negligence that may be drawn therefrom and weighing 

it against the evidence of the defendant's exercise of care, believes that the 

evidence and inference of negligence preponderates in convincing force, it 

should find for the plaintiff. If after such 1,eighing the jury cannot 

decide vlhether it is likelier that the defendant was negligent or careful, or 

if the jury believes that it is likelier that the defendant was careful, then 

the jury should find for the defendant. 

\fuether Section 646 changes existing California law is uncertain. It 

is clear that under the existing law, the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur does 

not shift the burden of proof. lIard in v. San Jose City Lines, Inc., 41 

Cal.2d 432, 260 P.2d 63 (1953). And to this extent, it is clear that Section 

646 effects no change. But the cases considering res ipsa loquitur suggest that 

the doctrine requires the adverse party to come forward with evidence not 

merely sufficient to support a finding In his favor but sufficient to balance 

the mandatory ini'erence of negligence. Burr v. Sher1'lin 1,lilliams Co., 42 

Cal.2d 682, 268 P.2d 1041 (1954). If this means merely that the trier of fact 

C is to folloH its usual procedure in resolving conflicting inferences--that 

is, the party Hith the burden of proof wins on the issue if the inferences 

arising from the evidence in his favor preponderate in convincing force, but 
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the adverse party wins if they do not--then Section 646 makes no substantive 

change in the law. If this me,ms, h01Vever, that the trier of fact must in 

some manner 11eigh the ccnvincing force of the adverse party's evidence against 

the legal requirement that negligellce be found, then Section 646 modifies 

the existing law; for vndcr Section 646 there is no legal requirement--

either "mandatory inference" or presumption--that negligence be found after 

contrary evidence has been intr=du~c:l. 

The requirement in Section 646 that, upon request, an instruction be 

given on the effect of res ipsa loquitur is consistent with the existing 

law. See Bischoff v. Ne1Vby's Tire Servi,:,.':., 166 Cal. App.2d 563, 333 P.2d 

44 (1958); 36 CAL. JUR,2d, 1'leg1igence, § 340, p. 79 (1957). 

At times the doctrins of r0S ipsa loquitur "'ill coincide in a particuhr case 

Hith another presumption or Hith another rule of lal; that requires the defendant to 

discharge the burden of proof on the issue. See Prosser, Res Ipsa Loquitur 

in California, 37 CALIF. L" REV" 183 (1949). In such cases the defendant 

will have the burden of proof en issue:; ;:here res ipsa loquitur appears to 

apply. Nevertheless, the only effect to De given the doctrine of res ipsa 

loquitur itself is that prescrited by this section. 

The fact that a plaintiff r;ay not be able t.o establish all of the facts 

giving rise to the presumpt.i0n does not necessarily mean that he has not 

produced sufficient evidence of negligence to avoid a nonsuit. The rigorous 

requirements of res ipsa loquitur are merely tt0se t.hatmust be met to give 

rise to a compelled conclusion (or presumption) of negligence in the absence 

of contrary evidence. An inference of negligence nay well be warranted 

from evidence that does not establish all of t.he elements of res ipsa loquit.ur. 

See Prosser, Res Ipsa Loquit.ur in California, 37 CALIF, L. REV, 183 (1949). 
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SEC. 7. Section ·S69 is aduea to the Svidence Code, to read: 

669, (a) The fu.ilurc cf' C!, person to exercise due care is 

presumed if: 

(1) He violated a statute, ordinance, or regulation of a public 

entity; 

(2) The violation proximately caused death or injury to person 

or propel'ty; 

(3) The dGath or injury resulted from an occurrence of the 

nature which the statute, ord~nance, or regulation "'as designed to 

prevent; and 

(4) The person suffering the death or the injury to his person 

or property ;ras one of the class of persons for ,'Ihose protection the 

statute, ordinance, or regulation was adopted. 

(b) This presumption may be rebutted by proof that the person 

violating the statute, ordinance, or regulation did what might reasonably 

be expected of a person of ordinary prudence, acting under similar 

circumstance s, who desireu to comply vii th the la",. 

COlLll1ent. Section 669 codifies a frequently applied common la;r pre sumption 

that is recognized in the California cases, Alarid v. Vanier, 50 Cal.2d 617, 

327 P.2d 897 (1958), The conditions of the pres~~~tion are those that have 

been developed in the California case la;r. See Alarid v. Vanier, 50 Cal.2d 

617, 327 P. 2d 897 (1958); Richards v. Stanley, 43 Cal. 2d 60, 271 P. 2d 23 (1954); 

Nunneley v. Edgar Hotel, 36 CaL2d 493, 225 P.2d 497 (1950). 

Section 669 does not contain the requirement that the violation be one for 

"'hich a criminal sanction is p""vided. Hhether this changes existing law is 

uncertain. In defining the presumption, most cases include the requirement of 

a criminal sanction, but no case has teen found that has presented the issue 

;rhether the presumption may be invoked despite the lack of a criminal sanction 

for the violation. But see Clinkscales v. Carver, 22 Ca1.2d 72, 136, P.2d 

777 (1943). 
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SEC. 8. Sectbn 776 oj' tee Evidence C:xle is =enaed to read: 

776. (a) A party to the record of any civil action, or a 

person identified ,'lith such a party, may be called and examined as 

if under cross-examination by any adverse party at any time during 

the presentation of evidence by the party calling the 1'1itness. 

(b) A witness examined by a party under this section may be 

cross-examined by all other parties to the action in such order as 

the court directs; but , $ubject to st.:bdivision (e) , the witness may 

be examined only as if under redirect examination by: 

(1) In the case of a witness who is a party, his own counsel 

and counsel for a party llho is not adverse to the witness. 

(2) In the case of a l,ritness who is not a party, counsel for the 

party with "Ihom the ldtness is identified and counsel for a party who 

is not adverse to the !Jart:,' ",ith whom the l<itness is identified. 

(c) For the purpose of this section, parties represented by the 

same counsel are deemed to be a sinGle party. 

(d) For the purpose of this section, a person is identified with 

a party if he is: 

(1) A person for '.'lhase in:mediate benefit the action is 

prosecuted or defended by the party. 

(2) A director, officer, superintendent, member, agent, 

err~loyee, or managing agent of the party or of a person specified 

in paragraph (1), or any public employee of a public entity 1'Ihen 

such public entity is the party. 

(3) A person who Has in any of the relationships specified in 

paragraph (2) at the time of the act or omission giving rise to the 

cause of action. 
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(4) A pers"n "'ho ,laS in any of the relationships specified in 

paragraph (2) at the time he obtairced kn"ldedge of the matter concerning 

l'Ihich he is s"ught to be examined under this section. 

(e) Paragraph (2) of sub('ivision (b) does not require c~unsel for the 

party with ",ho~ the ",itness is idGntified and c"unsel for a party who is not 

adverse t" the party 1'IiV1 l"hcn~.t:Oe H;tIl8SS is identified to examine the 

witness as if under redL'ect examination if the party who called the witness 

for examination under this section: 

(1) Is also a pers"n identjfied with the same party with whom the witness 

is identified. 

(2) 1: the personal representative, heir, successor, or assignee of a 

person identified ",ith the same party with whom the witness is identified. 

Comment. Section 776 permits D. party calling as a lIitness an employee 

of (u .... son:eone similarly j.dentified in inte!est 't'lith) an adverse party to 

eXG."line the ,fitness as if under cross-.examination, i.e., to use leading 

'!uestic.1s in his examinati-:ll'l. Secticn 776 requires the party whose employee 

W[,8 thus called and exa'llined to exa"line the witness as if under redirect, 

L.£~, to refrain from the use of leading questions. If a party is able to 

persuade the court that th~ neunl rule prescribed by Section 776 is not in 

the interest of justice in a particular case, tJ}e court may enlarge or 

restrict the right to use leading questions as provided in Section 767. 

11:hese rule~ are based 02.1 th~~ p:cemise that ordinarily such a l'litness will 

hB",c a f'eeling of ic.cntificatio'l ~n the lm-;suit Uitcl his employer rather than 

;lith the other :;>nrty to the action. 
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Subdivision (b) has been amended, and subdivision (e) has been added, 

because the premise upon which Section 776 is based does not necessarily apply 

when the party calling the witness is also closely identified with the 

adverse party; hence, the adverse party should be entitled to the usual rights 

of a cross-examiner when he examines the witness. For example, when an 

employee sues his employer and calls a co-employee as a witness, there is 

no reason to assume that the witness will be adverse to the employee-party and 

in sympathy with the employer-party. The reverse may be the case. Th~ 

amendment to Section 776 will permit an employer, as a general rule, to use 

leading questions in his cross-examination of an err~loyee-witness who has 

been called to testify under Section 776 by a co-employee. However, if the 

party calling the witness can satisfy the court that the witness is in fact 

identified in interest with the employer or fo" some other reason is amenable 

to suggestive questioning by the employer, the court may limit the employer's 

use of leading questions during his examination of the witness pursuant to 

Section 767. See J. & B. Motors, Inc. v. Margolis, 75 Ariz. 392, 257 P.2d 

588, 38 A.L.R.2d 946 (1953). 
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SEC. 9. Section 952 of the Evidence Code is amended to read: 

952. As used in this article, "confidential communication 

between client and lawyer" means information transmitted between 

a client and his lawyer in the course of that relationship and 

in confidence by a means which, so far as the client is aware, 

discloses the information to no third persons other than those 

who are present to further the interest of the client in the 

consultation or those to whom disclosure is reasonably necessary 

for the transmission of the information or the accomplishment of 

the purpose for which the lawyer is consulted, and includes an 

opinion formed and the advice given by the lawyer in the course 

of that relationship. 

Comment. The express inclusion of "an opinion" in the last clause 

will preclude a possible construction of this section that would leave the 

attorney's uncommunicated opinion--which includes his impressions and 

conclusions--unproteoted by the privilege. Such a construction would 

virtually destroy the privilege. 
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SEC. 10. Section 992 of the Evidence Code is amended to read: 

992. As used in this article, "confidential ccmmunication 

between patient and physician" means information, including 

information obtained by an examination of the patient, transmitted 

between a patient and his physician in the course of that 

relationship and in confidence by a means ",hich, so far as the 

patient is aware, discloses the information to no third persons 

other than those who are present to further the interest of the 

patient in the consultation or those to "hom disclosure is 

reasonably necessary for the transmission of the information or 

r the accomplishment of the purpose for "hich the physician is 

''-" consulted, and includes a diagnosis made and the advice given by 

the physician in the course of that relationship. 

Comment. The express inclusion of "a diagnosis" in the last clause 

will preclude a possible construction of this section that would leave an 

uncommunicated diagnosis unprotected by the privilege. Such a construction 

;Iould virtually destroy the privilege. 

c 
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SEC. ll. Section 1012 of the Evidence C8de is amended to read: 

1012. As used in this article, "confidential communication 

between patient and psychotherapist" means information, including 

information obtained by an examination of the patient, transmitted 

between a patient and his psychotherapist in the course of that 

relationship and in confidence by a means ",hich, so far as the 

patient is aware, discloses the information to no third persons other 

than those who are present to further the interest of the patient in 

the consultation or examinaticm or those to .,hom disclosure is 

reasonably necessary for the transmission of the information or the 

accomplishment of the purpose of the consultation or examination, 

and includes a diagnosis made and the advice given by the psycho

therapist in the course of that relationship. 

COllilllent, The express inclusion of "a diagnosis" in the last clause 

.,ill preclude a possible construction of this section that would leave an 

uncommunicated diagnosis unprotected by the privilege. Such a construction 

.,ould virtually destroy the privilege. 
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SEC. 12. Section 1017 of the Evidence Code is amended to read: 

1017. 'I'here is no pl"ivilege Q'lder this article if the psycho-

therapist is appointed by order of a court to examine the patient, but 

this exception does not apply "Ihere the psychotherapist is appointed 

by order of the court upon the request of the lawyer for the 

defendant in a criminal proceeding in order to provide the lawyer 

with information needed so that he may advise the defendant whether 

to enter or withdraw a plea based on insanity or to present a defense 

based on his mental or emotional condition. 

Comment. 'Ihe words "or withdraw" are added to this section to make 

clear that the psychotherapist-patient privilege applies in a case where 

the defendant in a criminal proceeding enters a plea based on insanity, 

submits to an examination by a court-appointed psychotherapist, and later 

withdraws the plea based on insanity prior to the trial on that issue. In 

such case, since the defendant does not tender an issue based on his mental 

or emotional condition at the trial, the privilege should remain applicable. 

Of course, if the defendant determines to go to trial on the plea based on 

insanity, the psychotherapist-patient privilege "ill not be applicable. 

See Section 1016. 

It should be noted that violation of the constitutional right to 

counsel may require the exclusion of evidence that is not privileged under 

this article; and, even in cases where this constitutional right is not 

violated, the protection that this right affords may require certain procedural 

safeguards in the examination procedure and a limiting instruction if the 

psychotherapist's testimony is admitted. 

46 Cal. Rptr. 753, 406 P.2d 33 (1965), 

See In re S~encer, ___ Cal.2d ___ , 

It is irr~ortant to recognize that the attorney-client privilege may 

provide protection in some cases where an exception to the psychotherapist-

patient privilege is applicable. See Section 952 and the Ccmment thereto. 

See also Sections 912(d) and 954 and the Comments thereto. 
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SEC. 13. Secti~n 1201 of the Evidence Code is fu~ended to read: 

1201. A statement Hithin the scope of an exception to the hearsay 

rule is not inadmissible on the ground that the evidence of such 

statement is hearsay evidence if ~ke such hearsay evidence ef-s~ea 

8~a~emeR& consists of one or more statements each of which meets the 

requirements of an exception to the hearsay rule. 

Ccroment. This amendment is designed to clarify the meaning of Section 

1201 without changing its substantive effect. 

c 
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SEC. 14. Section 1093 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 

1093. The jury having been impaneled and sworn, unless waived, 

the trial must proceed in the following order, unless otherwise directed 

by the court: 

1. If the accusatory pleading be for a felony, the clerk must 

read it, and state the plea of the defendant to the jury, and in cases 

where it charges a previous conviction, and the defendant has confessed 

the same, the clerk in reading it shall omit therefrom all that relates 

to such previous conviction. In all other cases this formality ~ be 

dispensed wi th. 

2. The district attorney, or other counsel for the people, must 

open the cause and offer the evidence in support of the charge. 

3. The defendant or his counsel may then open the defense, and 

offer his evidence in support thereof. 

4. The parties may then respectively offer rebutting testimony 

only, unless the court, for good reason, in furtherance of justice, 

permit them to offer evidence upon their original case. 

5. When the evidence is concluded, unless the case is submitted 

on either side, or on both sides, without argument, the district 

attorney, or other counsel for the people, and counsel for the defendant, 

may argue the case to the court and jury; the district attorney, or other 

counsel for the people, opening the argument and having the right to 

close. 

6. The judge may then charge the jury, and must do so on any points 

of law pertinent to the issue, if requested by either party; and he may 

state the testimony, and may eemseEt-e8-tae-fail¥Fe-o#-tae-i.fe8iaat-te 
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eKPlaiR-9P-aeRy-ey-aiB-test~eRy-aBy-eviaeRee-ep-faets-iR-tae-ease 

agaiRst-aiB;-waetaeF-tae-aefeRaaRt-testifiss-9P-Ret;-aRa-ae-Bay 

make such comment on the evidence and the testimony and credibility 

of any witness as in his opinion is necessary for the proper deter

mination of the case and he may declare the law. At the beginning of the 

trial or from time to time . during the trial, and without any request 

from either party, the trial judge may give the jury such instructions 

on the law applicable to the case as he may deem necessary for their 

guidance on hearing the case. The trial judge may cause copies of 

instructions so given to be delivered to the jurors at the time they 

are given. 

Comment. The deleted language authorizes unconstitutional comment 

upon a criminal defendant's exercise of his right to refuse to testify 

against himself. See Griffin v. California, 381 U.S. 763 (1965); People 

v. Bostick, 62 Cal.2d 820, 44 Cal. Rptr. 649, 402 P.2d 529 (1965). 
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SEC. 15. Sectior. 1127 of the Penal Cade is amended to read: 

1127. All instructions given shall be in writing, unless there 

is a phonographic reporter prerent and he takes them down, in l;hich 

ease they may be given orally; provided however, that in all 

misdemeanor cases oral instructions may be given pursuant to stipulation 

of the prosecuting attorney 8.nd counsel for the defendant. In charging 

the jury the court may instruct the jury regarding the law applicable 

to the facts of the case, and may make such comment on the evidence 

and the testimony and credibility of any lfitness as in its opinion 

is necessary for the proper determination of the case aaa-~R-aR~ 

€Fim~Ral-€aa€;-waetaer-tae-ae~eRaaRt-testi#ies-eF-Ret;-ais-#ailaFe-te 

elq>laiE-9F -t9·-aeRY-by-ais- testiE9BY-aRY - eviaeRee- 9F- i'aets- iE-tae -ease 

agaiEst-aim-may-8B-eEFJffieRtea-aFeR-8y-tHe-ee~Ft. The court shall 

inform the jury in all cases that the jurors are the exclusive judges 

of all questions of fact submitted to them and of the credibility 

of the witnesses. Either party may present to the court any written 

charge on the law, but not with respect to matters of fact, and request 

that it be given. If the court thinks it correct and pertinent, it 

must be given; if not, it must be refused. Upon each charge presented 

and given or refused, the court must endorse and sign its decision and 

a statement showing which party requested it. If part be given and part 

refused, the court must distinguish, showing by the endorsement what 

part of the charge was given and "hat part refused. 

Comment. The deleted language authorizes unconstitutional comment upon 

a criminal defendant's exercise of his right to refuse to testify against 

himself. See Griffin v. California, 381 U.S. 763 (1965); People v. Bostick, 

62 Cal.2d 820, 44 Cal. Rptr. 649, 402 P.2d 529 (1965). 
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